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Jeremy Wolfe runs the Visual Attention 
Lab of Brigham and Women’s Hospital 
in Boston, Massachusetts, USA. He 
is Professor of Ophthalmology and 
Radiology at Harvard Medical School. 
He received his AB at Princeton in 
1977 and his PhD from MIT in 1981. 
He served on the faculty at MIT until 
1991, when he moved to Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital. His early work was 
concerned with visual aftereffects, 
binocular vision, and other relatively early 
visual processes. Since the late 1980s, 
the focus of his research has been visual 
attention and visual search, in particular. 
I had heard that it was assumed that 
you were destined to be an English 
or History major: how did you end up 
in Psychology and vision research? 
Yes, in high school it certainly seemed 
like I was headed into the liberal arts 
but my father, who spent his career as 
a physicist at Bell Labs at Murray Hill, 
NJ, thought it would be good if I had a 
summer job and so he sold me to John 
Krauskopf, a color vision researcher who 
he knew. At the time, Bell Labs had a 
remarkable group working in what we 
would now call something like ‘Cognitive 
Science’; in addition to Krauskopf, it 
included Bela Julesz (of random dot 
stereogram fame), George Sperling 
(iconic memory), Saul Sternberg 
(short-term memory), Charlie Harris 
(aftereffects), Dave Meyers (a postdoc), 
Naomi Weisstein (visiting), and more. 
Krauskopf had hired me as an 
experimental subject but you can only 
spend so many hours on a ‘bite bar’ 
(a dental impression that you chomp 
on to keep your head stable during 
an experiment). The rest of the time, 
I tended to wander the halls and ask 
people what they were doing; because 
I was one of the very few students 
wandering the halls of Bell Labs, these 
people who would be professors 
elsewhere took the time to tell me. By 
the end of the summer, I was hooked 
and I went to Princeton in the Fall, 
telling people that I was going to be a 
vision researcher.
How did that work out? Actually, it 
worked really well. There were many 
Psychology majors at Princeton, 
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and personality psychology. Those 
undergraduates had to wait in line 
to see their advisors. I, on the other 
hand, the only student who wanted to 
work on vision at the time, had three 
advisors. Ron Kinchla let me use his 
tachistoscope for my junior paper 
on brightness and size illusions in 
flickering stimuli. One of my subjects 
was a Freshman girl I had just met. 
The flicker research didn’t last very 
long, but the relationship did: Julie 
Sandell and I have been married for 
35 years.
Why did you go to MIT for graduate 
school? I had become very interested 
in visual adaptation and aftereffects. 
Dick Held had done a lot of the 
important work on topics like prism 
adaptation, so it seemed like a good 
idea. When I arrived in 1977, however, 
he was working on infant vision and 
on visual–vestibular interactions, 
so my first graduate school papers 
are on those topics. I returned to 
adaptation and to binocular vision to 
write a thesis entitled “On Binocular 
Single Vision” dealing with the ancient 
problem of how and why we see 
one world with two eyes (it is more 
complicated than you might think.).
How did you switch from being an 
early vision researcher to someone 
focused on the problem of visual 
search? The way I remember it, 
Whitman Richards came down the 
hall at MIT (by then I was an assistant 
professor) waving an article by Anne 
Treisman and declaring that I need 
to “do something about it”. Anne 
had recently published her seminal 
“Feature Integration Theory” of visual 
attention. She argued that there 
were basic features like color and 
orientation that could be processed 
in parallel, across wide swaths of the 
visual field at one time. On the other 
hand, if you wanted to determine if 
an object displayed a conjunction 
of features, such as a red vertical 
line, selective attention to that 
object would be required to permit 
‘feature integration’ — the ‘binding’ 
of the features into a single object 
representation. As a result, a red item 
among green items or a vertical item 
among horizontal would ‘pop-out’, but 
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red horizontals and green verticals, 
would require a serial, item-by-item 
search. At the time, Treisman wanted 
to equate her basic features with the 
properties of single cells in V1. Some 
folks, like Li Zhaoping, still support a 
version of this view, but Whitman did 
not believe it and said I needed to ‘do 
something’.
What did you do? I did some 
experiments on visual search for 
binocular targets, but what turned 
out to be really crucial was that I 
tried to replicate Anne’s basic finding 
that features popped out while 
conjunctions produced ‘serial’ search. 
In basic visual search experiments, 
observers look for a target item 
among distractor items and we 
measure the response time to say 
‘yes’ the target is present, or ‘no’, it 
is not. The classic way to distinguish 
between parallel and serial search 
was to look at the slopes of the 
functions relating response time to 
the set size. I was getting slopes for 
conjunction search that were much 
too shallow. We have subsequently 
learned not to label tasks as ‘serial’ or 
‘parallel’ on the basis of those slopes 
but to use those slopes as a measure 
of search ‘efficiency’: a shallower 
slope means greater efficiency — 
you are processing more items 
per second — and my conjunction 
slopes were too shallow for Feature 
Integration Theory.
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set size slopes don’t sound that 
exciting... Well, maybe not, but this 
led to many more experiments and to 
the development of what I called the 
‘Guided Search’ model. The Guided 
Search model kept Treisman’s basic 
ideas about a parallel front end of 
the visual system, followed by a 
tight bottleneck in processing that 
allows only one (or maybe a very 
few) objects to be recognized at one 
time. I added the idea that access to 
the bottleneck was controlled by a 
guidance mechanism. A limited number 
of basic features like color and motion 
could be used to direct attention, 
making search more efficient. So, if you 
want to find strawberries, you guide 
attention toward red items. The model 
has evolved over time, but that is the 
core of it.
Did you get into one of those big 
scientific fights with Treisman when 
you published your ‘alternative to 
the Feature Integration Model’? 
Anne certainly defended her own 
views on these matters, but she 
has been a wonderfully supportive 
senior colleague. When I got into the 
attention business, she knew pretty 
much everything and everyone and 
she was amazingly willing to share the 
knowledge. Now that she has retired, I 
miss her presence at conferences.
I notice that, like software, there are 
numbered ‘versions’ of the Guided 
Search model: what is that about? I 
didn’t want to get criticized for views 
I no longer held. For example, Anne 
changed various aspects of Feature 
Integration Theory over the years 
as new results emerged, but people 
tended to refer back to her 1980 paper 
and give her a hard time about points 
she no longer wanted to defend. I am 
up to GS4, with GS5 in the works.
What sort of things did you miss 
in the original 1989 Guided Search 
paper? A number of things; for 
example, it has become increasingly 
clear that attention is guided not only 
by the features of the target, but also 
by properties of the scene that might 
contain the target. If you are looking for 
those strawberries at the grocery store, 
there is not much point to searching 
the ceiling where strawberries cannot be (‘syntactic’ scene guidance) or the 
bread display where strawberries don’t 
make sense (‘semantic’ guidance). 
Beyond that, there are many, many 
things that we have learned about the 
rules of guidance and the mechanics 
of search; for instance, when do you 
stop searching if you don’t find the 
target or if you don’t know how many 
targets are present?
I find that interesting, but then, I am 
a scientist; you have been funded 
for over 30 years by various US 
agencies — why should the average 
taxpayer care about visual search? 
That is an important question. Of 
course, expanding our understanding of 
how our minds work has intrinsic value, 
but in the case of search, it is worth 
pointing out that we pay people to do 
a variety of socially important search 
tasks. Think about the airport security 
officer, searching images of luggage for 
threats, or the radiologist searching a 
mammogram for signs of breast cancer. 
Based on our work with these real-
life search experts and on our basic 
research, we believe that failures of 
search account for a significant portion 
of the missed targets in these tasks. 
That is, it isn’t that the cancer couldn’t 
be seen; rather, the rules of the human 
search engine caused the pathology to 
be missed. It is really important to note 
that this is NOT because the experts 
are lazy or badly trained or anything like 
that; it is simply that a search engine 
that is good at locating strawberries in 
their usual spot in the supermarket may 
not be optimally designed to locate the 
ambiguous signs of cancer that might 
appear a couple of times in a thousand 
cases.
Have you solved this problem? 
Umm…no, but we have plenty of ideas 
to test, and working with experts in a 
variety of domains has been some of 
the most stimulating research I have 
done in the past few years.
Does your interest in radiology 
explain why your lab is in one of 
the hospitals affiliated with Harvard 
Medical School? Actually, no. The 
causality runs the other way around. 
I moved to Brigham and Women’s 
Hospital after coming out on the wrong 
end of a rather messy tenure case at 
MIT. At the time, I moved into the Center Current Biology 25, R345–R361, May 4, 2015 ©for Clinical Cataract Research, but it 
was my visual search work that really 
took off and that led to collaborations 
with Radiology. That is how I come to 
be Professor of Ophthalmology and 
Radiology at Harvard Medical School 
without benefit of formal training in 
either of those fields.
What is different about being in 
the hospital setting rather than in 
a Psychology or Cognitive Science 
department? I don’t have graduate 
students, so the lab runs on a stream 
of talented postdocs and talented 
research assistants who spend a 
couple of years working here, often 
before going on to graduate school. 
What I miss is the chance to teach 
undergraduates. I taught Introductory 
Psychology for about 25 years. I was 
teaching it at MIT even after I moved 
to the hospital but, at present, I don’t 
teach and that is a pity.
Would you encourage a young 
person to go into this field? I think 
that I’d better say ‘yes’ since my eldest 
son, Ben, is getting his PhD in vision 
research this year and marrying a fellow 
researcher. You should go into a basic 
science career if you really love the 
work. Otherwise, there are probably 
easier ways to make a living. You know 
the usual set of complaints. Grant 
funding is not getting easier, faculty 
positions are hard to get, and so forth. 
Still, I am grateful to wake up in the 
morning and remember that someone 
(mostly the US taxpayer) will pay me to 
do this work.
So, is it all visual search all the time? 
I mix it up with journal work, some 
textbook writing, and board work for 
organizations like the Psychonomic 
Society (check out the great new 
website www.psychonomic.org) 
and the Federation of Associations 
in Behavioral and Brain Sciences 
(FABBS). Beyond that, I spend a lot 
of time these days in my work as a 
member of the North American Board 
of the Union for Reform Judaism, the 
liberal wing of the American Jewish 
community….but that is another story.
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